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DIFFERENTIABILITY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS TO

AN ABSTRACT INHOMOGENEOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

C. C. TRAVIS1

Abstract. A characterization is given of those strongly continuous semigroups

T(t) for which the function f'0T(t — s)f(s)ds is continuously difierentiable on

/ > 0 for each continuous /: [0, oo) -» X.

1. Introduction. Let X be a Banach space and consider the Cauchy problem

du(t)/dt = Au(t) + fit)   on [0, r], (1.1)

u(0) = x G D(A),

where / is a continuous A'-valued function on [0, oo) and A is the infinitesimal

generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T(t), t > 0, of bounded linear

operators in X. A function u is said to be a strong solution of (1.1) if u is

continuously differentiable, u(t) G D(A) for t G [0, r], and u satisfies equation (1.1)

for / G [0, /•]. A weak solution of (1.1) is a continuous function u with the property

that for every h G D(A*) the function (u(t), A) is absolutely continuous and

satisfies

(d/dt){u(t), h} = <«(i), A*h} + </(f), h},       u(0) = x, (1.2)

almost everywhere on [0, r]. J. Ball [2] has shown that (1.1) has the unique weak

solution v given by

v(t) - T(t)x + f'T(t - s)f(s) ds. (1.3)
•'o

It is well known, however, that without some restrictions on the semigroup T(t),

t > 0, or the continuous function/, a weak solution of equation (1.1) need not be a

strong solution. R. Phillips [7] has shown that if x G D(A) and/ is continuously

differentiable, then the weak solution (1.3) is the unique strong solution of (1.1).

The condition that / be continuously differentiable can be weakened by requiring

further conditions on the strongly continuous semigroup T(t), t > 0. For example,

it is known [5] that (1.3) is a strong solution of (1.1) for every Holder continuous

function/if T(t), t > 0, is holomorphic.

Our objective in this paper is to characterize the class of strongly continuous

semigroups for which a weak solution of equation (1.1) is a strong solution when

/ G C([0, /•]; X). We demonstrate that (1.3) is a strong solution of (1.1) for every
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continuous function / if and only if the semigroup T(t), t > 0, is of bounded

semivariation.

2. Operators of bounded semivariation. Given a closed interval [a, b] of the real

line, a subdivision of [a, b] is a finite sequence d: a = d0 < dx < • • • < dn = b.

Let D[a, b] denote the set of all subdivisions of [a, b], and X and Y be Banach

spaces. For a: [a, b] —> L(X; Y) and d G D[a, b], define

SVd[a] =sup 2 [a{d,) - «W-i)]*, x,. G *, ||x,.|| < 1

and SK[a] = sup{SVd[a]\d G D[a, b]}. We say a is of bounded semivariation (see

[4]) if SV[a]< oo.

It follows from

SVd[a] = sup 2 [a(a;.)-a(a;._,)]x,.
/-i

x,. G X, ||x,.|| < 1

< 2 ll«W) - «W-,)ll.
(=1

that the concept of bounded semivariation is an extension of the concept of

bounded variation. For functions, the concepts of bounded semivariation and

bounded variation are equivalent. In fact, if/: [a, b] -» X c L(X'; C) and < • ,• )

is the pairing between X and X', then

SVd[f] = sup 2 </W)-/W-.),*,->x,. G X', ||x,.|| < 1

= 2llM)-M-i)ll-
i=i

The following propositions are stated without proof.

Proposition 2.1 (Honig). If a: [a, 6]-> L(X; Y) is of bounded semivariation and

f: [a, b] -» X is continuous, then the Riemann-Stieltjes integral fada(s)f(s) exists.

Lemma 2.1. If a: [0, r] -» L(X; Y) is of bounded semivariation, a(t) is strongly

continuous at t = 0, andf: [0, r] —> X is continuous, then

lim   f'da(s)f(s) = 0.
/->0+ Jn

3. Regularity of solutions. When F is the class of Holder continuous functions,

Crandall and Pazy [3] demonstrate that

(i) T(t)X c D(A) for / > 0,

(ii) lmv^r'11,47X011 < oo for all/) > 1,
are necessary and sufficient conditions on the semigroup T(t) to assure that the

function (1.3) is a strong solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) for every/ G F.

Webb [8] establishes T(t)X c D(A) for t > 0 as a sufficient condition for every

weak solution to be a strong solution when F is the class of continuous functions of

bounded variation. Our principal result will be to establish bounded semivariation

as a necessary and sufficient condition on the semigroup T(t), t > 0, to assure that

(1.3) is a strong solution of (1.1) when F is the class of continuous functions. We

first establish some necessary lemmas.
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Lemma 3.1. If f is continuous and T(-) is of bounded semivariation on [0, r], then

for t G [0, r],

flT(t- s)f(s) ds G D(A) (3.1)

and

AÍ'T(t- s)f(s) ds=('dsT(t- s)f(s). (3.2)
•'O •'0

Proof. Under the assumptions on/and T(), it follows from Proposition 2.1 that

the Riemann-Stieltjes integral f'0dsT(t — s)f(s) exists. For a fixed positive integer n,

let dp = it/n, where i = 0, 1, . . ., n. Define g„(s) = T(t - s)f(dp) for d,"_x <s <

dp and g„(0) = T(t)fiO). Since the sequence {gn} is uniformly bounded and

converges to T(t — s)f(s) on [0, r],

Jrt rt
ogn(s)ds=JoT(t-s)f(s)ds. (3.3)

Since J'0gn(s) ds G D(A) and

A f'gn(s) ds = 2 [Tit - 4") - T(t - d?_x)}f(d») 4 f'dsT(t - s)f(s),

(y.*Tj

(3.1) and (3.2) follow from the closedness of A.

Lemma 3.2. /// is continuous and T(-) is of bounded semivariation on [0, r], then

j'0dsT(t — s)f(s) is continuous in t on [0, r].

Proof. Assume 0 < t < r and 0 < At, and observe that

f' + A'dsT(t + At- s)f(s) - CdsT(t - s)f(s)

= [ T(At) - I] CdJ(t - s)fis) + ¡*'dsT(t - s)f(t + At - s).
Jo Jo

Since it follows from Lemma 2.1  that hmA,^0+/0"a'í7'(í - s)f(t + At - s) = 0,

continuity of f'0dsT(t — s)f(s) from the right is a consequence of the fact that

lim^o^TiA) - I]x - 0 for all x G X.

To show continuity from the left, let 0 < t < r and 0 < Ai. Then

f'dsT(t - s)f(s) - f'~A'dsT(t -At- s)f(s)

= f'~A'dsT(t -At- s)(T(At) - I)f(s) + /*'    dsT(t - s)f(s)

= f'~A'dsT(s)(T(At) - I)f(t -At-s)+ f*'dsT(s)f(t - s).

Since

V  A'dsT(s)(T(At) - I)f(t -At-s)   < SV[ TV)]     sup     ||(7XAr) - I)f(s)\\
J0 0<j<I-A/

and limA,_0+/o'a'í7,(í)/(f — s) = 0, continuity from the left follows from the uni-

form continuity of/ on [0, r] and the fact that limA_>0+(7'(/j) — I)z = 0 uniformly

for z in a compact subset of X.
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Proposition 3.1. The function (1.3) is a strong solution of the Cauchy problem

(1.1) for every continuous function f if and only ifT() is of bounded semivariation on

[0, /•].

Proof. It is easily shown (Pazy [6]) that the weak solution v defined by (1.3) is a

strong solution of (1.1) if and only if v(t) G D(A) and Av(t) is continuous on [0, r].

If / is continuous and 7T) of bounded semivariation on [0, r], then these condi-

tions are satisfied by virtue of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.

To demonstrate the necessity of the assumption that  7T-) be of bounded

(3-5)

semivariation on [0, r], define the bounded linear operator

L: C([0, r];X)^X   by   L(f) = f T(r - s)f(s) ds.

Since every weak solution is a strong solution, L(f) G D(A) for every continuous

/. It follows from the closedness of A and the boundedness of L that AL:

C([0, /•]; X) —> X is bounded. Let {d¡} be a subdivision of [0, r] and e a positive real

number less than min{|4 — d¡_x|}. For every fixed but arbitrary sequence x, G X,

||x,|| < 1, 2,. . ., n + 1, define the continuous function fdt: [0, r] —> X by

Í x,. ifa;_, <t <d, - e,

UÁT)      U-M + (*,+. - *iK* - 4)A    ifdi-e<T<di.

Using the fact that

A f sT(r - s)xds = f  T(r - s)x ds - bT(r - b)x + aT(r - a)x,
•'a ■'a

we obtain

AL(fdJ = A frT(r - s)fd¡e(s) ds

= A

= A

2   f '~CT(r - s)fd¡e(s) ds+ f '   T(r- s)fd,e(s)ds
: 1   Jd, d¡-e

2   (d,~eT(r-s)Xids
, 1 ■>di

+ \d>   T(r - s)(xi+x + (xi+x - X¡)(s - 4)/e) ds

= 2 [~T(r - dt + e) + T(r - dt_x)]Xi
/-i

+ 2 [-T(r - dj + T(r - d, + e)]xi+x
i-l

+ 2 7 f' T(r - »X^m.! - »») * - S it' - 4 + <0(x/+, - *)
,= 1     £   yrf,-E ,-1

- - 2 [It' - 4) - T(r - 4_,)]x,. + 2 t/4   ̂  - *X^*, - *,)

2 it' - 4)(*,+i - •*,)•
1-1

<fc
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Thus

2 [T(r-dt)- 2t/- 4-l)]*i
/-i

1   rd,
< \\AL\\ + 2

i-l

\ \di   T(r - s)(xi+x - x,) ds-T(r- d,)(xi+x - x()

Taking the limit as e->0, we obtain that \\Z%x[T(r - d¡) - T(r - d^-flx,,] <

\\AL\\. It follows that SV[T(-)] < \\AL\\ and the proof is complete.

Example. The semigroup T(-): c0 -* c0 defined by T(t)X = (e~n'xn) is an exam-

ple of a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded semivariation with an un-

bounded infinitesimal generator.

The characterization of strongly continuous semigroups of bounded semivaria-

tion remains an open question. However, we can establish some partial results in

this direction.

Lemma 3.3. A necessary condition for a strongly continuous semigroup T(-) to be of

bounded semivariation on [0, r] is that T(t) be analytic.

Proof. It suffices to prove that tA T(t) is bounded for t G [0, r] (see Pazy [6, p.

61]). For an arbitrary but fixed x G X define fit) = T(t)x and consider the Cauchy

problem u'(t) = Au(t) + fit), u(0) = 0. The unique weak solution of this equation

is given by u(t) = tT(t)x. By Proposition 3.1, this solution is a strong solution and

consequently Au(t) = tAT(t)x is continuous on [0, r], establishing the result.

Lemma 3.4. A necessary condition for a strongly continuous semigroup T(t), t > 0,

of bounded semivariation on X to have an unbounded infinitesimal generator is that X

contain a subspace isomorphic to c0.

Proof. If T(t), t > 0, is of bounded semivariation then AL: C([0, r]; X) -> X is

bounded, where L is defined by (3.5). The proof follows from the fact that a

strongly continuous semigroup T(t), t > 0, defined on a Banach space X, not

containing c0, has a bounded infinitesimal generator A if and only if AL:

C([0, /•]; X) -* X is bounded [1].

Remark. The Banach spaces c0, /°°, L°°, and C contain copies of c0, while any

reflexive space, L1 and /' do not.

Corollary 3.1. In a reflexive Banach space, a weak solution of (1.1) is a strong

solution for every continuous function f if and only if A is bounded.

Lemma 3.5. A strongly continuous group is of bounded semivariation if and only if

its infinitesimal generator is bounded.

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that analytic groups have bounded

generators.
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